
A WARM WELCOME TO 
ALL! 



VOICES... 

14th June, 2010: That was the day when the batch of 2010-2012 
stepped into the hallowed portals of K J Somaiya Institute of Man-
agement Studies and Research for their Induction Programme. 3 
trimesters, 6 examinations have come and gone since then, and 
suddenly it is time for all of us here who belong to that batch to 
realize, that we are now seniors, and would be guiding another 
set of fresh minds, some of whom would be sitting on their work-
stations, one year from now, writing an editorial for our very own 
VOICES starting with “20th June, 2011”. 

For the past two months there has been a lull around the campus, 
with hardly 20 of us present, who have been doing their intern-
ship here at Mumbai. Gone were the sights of people congregating 
in front of the hostel in the evenings, or after dinnertime, the 
buzz of activity reigning supreme in the college premises and the 
hostel corridors. However, the time has come, when not only our 
beloved juniors are joining us, but also our batch mates, who 
would be gradually pouring in over the next week, in time for 
their 2nd year to begin. 

We at VOICES have thus decided to dedicate this month’s edition 
to WELCOMING everyone: our juniors, our teachers, as well as 
our batch mates, marking yet another year that has gone by at 
the Somaiya Campus. We look forward to getting hold of more 
people around us who write, and presenting their thoughts to 
you. 

Thanks 

Danish Shaikh 

Pramit Pratim Ghosh 

 

From The Editor’s Desk…. 
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India is a democratic country with a population of more than 
a billion. Since independence, the country has seen a lot of 
changes. Some of these changes have led to a developing state of 
the economy, whereas the others have been a road block to the 
development process. However, be it a progressive change or 
otherwise, one thing remains common - the most important re-
source of any country – the people. The people by their acts and 
actions can dictate terms to the direction in which the country will 
move. The country may be on a developing path or in a developed 
state, but to sustain it would need continuous efforts from the 
people. The topic “We the People” is an attempt to understand 
how we as citizens of this country make a difference, to find out 
how a small act of ours can go a long way in forming a particular 
judgment about our country. The general consensus is India is 
developing, that too at a rapid pace. However, has this develop-
ment over shadowed the ideals with which we started post-
independence? 

“We the People” is an inspiration from the constitution of 
India. The preamble of the constitution of India states that “We, 
the People of India having solemnly resolved to constitute India 
into a sovereign socialist secular democratic republic and to se-
cure to all its citizens: JUSTICE, social, economic and political; LIB-
ERTY of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship; EQUALITY 
of status and of opportunity; and to promote among them all FRA-
TERNITY assuring the dignity of the individual and the unity and 
integrity of the Nation.” Indeed, it is a carefully drafted document 
trying to cover all the important aspects required by a nation to 
rebuild itself after being ruled for more than a century. However, 
after enjoying independence for 60 long years, can we still say 
that these ideals are still being followed? Forget following them, 
do these thoughts still hold true? 

The term Justice has been abused severely over the past few 
decades. Our judicial system has a few loop holes which have 
been exploited by many. Justice usually takes more than a decade 
or so to be delivered and the same is not restricted to the prem-
ises of the courts. Even before the court decides its verdict, the 
media and the public in general pronounce their own verdict and 
convict or acquit the accused. One can easily recollect a few recent 
verdicts where the pressure from the media to give a particular 
type of judgment was very evident. Can we not improve the effi-
ciency of the judicial process so that the statement Justice delayed 
is Justice denied remains just that – a statement? 

Liberty of thought, expression, belief and faith has hidden 

behind the heavy weights associated with the aforementioned 
terms. The thoughts and expression can be freely shared only if 
they are socially, politically and technically correct and they 
should not hurt the sentiments of any of the religions involved. A 
slight deviation from the expected behavior and you can lose the 
Ministry of State or the position of being the head of a governing 
council of a cricketing tournament.  

Equality of status and of opportunity is a matter of conflict 
only amongst the privileged people. For the rest it is only a mat-
ter of survival. A certain section of the populations staging dem-
onstrations so that they are included in the reserved class while 
there is another set which is demanding a separate state to bring 
in opportunities for development. On one side, we speak of equal-
ity for all and on the other we demand reservations – right from 
few seats in the bus to a few in the medical college. Likewise, the 
unity and integration of the nation is evident only in times of a 
natural disaster or a war. Some of us are Indians only when there 
is an India-Pakistan cricket match. At times other than this, we 
are Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs and the list goes on. On few other 
occasions, we invariably find an Ayodhya or Ram setu or the lat-
est being the “Me Mumbaikar” conflict.  

To further expand the viewpoint of the topic, let us try and 
relate it with two sources from the media, bearing the same name 
as the topic – one being a popular show on a news channel and 
the other a Bollywood film. The show, hosted by the lady who 
acclaimed fame for her coverage of the Kargil war, is a talk show 
which discusses on the current issues and gives out a diversity of 
views on the same. The film on the other hand uses We the Peo-
ple as a tag line. The film’s plot revolves around a protagonist 
trying to overcome the social problems in his country, leaving 
behind the comforts that he enjoys while residing in a foreign 
country. The premise of both – the show and the film, is to bring 
forth the problems being faced by the people of our country and 
more importantly to throw light on the fact that these problems 
have to be solved by the people themselves without relying on 
outside help. But can such an attempt by the media create sus-
tainable awareness amongst the public? Sadly, the answer is No. 
No doubt the awareness is created but it is sustained only till the 
time the person leaves the theatre or till the time the show is 
being watched. Even if we assume the awareness is sustained for 
long then is there any guarantee that it will lead to some kind of 
an initiative or implementation? 

Now-a-days, the term initiative has become synonymous 
with campaigns. We people initiate all types of campaign – from 

WE THE PEOPLE…. 
BHAVIK SHAH PGDM FIN 2010-2012 
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our national animal. With so many campaigns around it won’t 
be surprising to hear of a new campaign – Save Our Campaigns. 
Ours is a country where the majority of the population is below 
the age of 30. Is it not a sad situation that such a youthful nation 
has to be told time and again to save something or the other so 
that the future generation enjoys the benefits of the same? 

One such campaign was the Tata Tea “Jaago Re” campaign. It 
aimed at awakening the youth of the country and to make them 
an active part of the democratic process. The Democracy and the 
voting rights for the people are a fundamental part of our consti-
tution. We should be proud of the rights that constitution has 
given us to be able to vote and choose our government. Just have 
a look at our neighbors and you’ll see how privileged we are. 
Almost all our neighboring countries are facing some or the other 
political problem, either due to dictatorship or military govern-
ance or Maoist problem and so on. However, our privilege is on 
the verge of losing its hold. The youth of the country feels that 
voting is just a waste of time and voting day is just another holi-
day for them. Ask them the reason for such a thought and the 
most common answer that you get is – everyone is corrupt so no 
point in giving vote to anyone of them. For a moment let’s assume 
this to be true. Even then, is not voting a solution to this? Will it 
create a change in the system? In fact we are just playing into the 
hands of these politicians by not participating in the voting proc-
ess. In the current scenario, the major vote bank is constituted by 
the poor people, more so the uneducated section. For a politician 
to get majority of the votes, he has to just promise wheat or rice 
at Rs.2 for 25 kg, promise to solve the problems of the under 
privileged, demean the opposition and be assured of a victory. 
The educated lot doesn’t matter to him because their numbers in 
the ballot are very small. Now assume that the educated people 
start voting in huge numbers. Can the politicians now relax by just 
making promises? May be no. Just to attract the intellectual set of 
the vote bank, they’ll start doing something significant for the 
people. False promises might still remain, but the proportion of 
qualitative work will increase. They’ll fear answering their own 
vote bank in case of dissatisfactory work. 

The voting campaign also brings with itself a typical reaction 
– System hi kharab hai. Kuch nahi hoga India ka. (The system 
itself is corrupt and nothing good can happen in India.) And the 
solution that we people have for this is to go and settle abroad. It 
is now becoming a trend, especially amongst the youngsters, to 
complete their graduation, give the GMAT and then go abroad. If 
not by this route, then take up an IT job and then go “onsite” and 
improve your lifestyle. According to me, such people have no right 
to comment on the system unless they try to improve it by taking 
up the responsibility. The least we can do is to give something 
back to the country through our work. With our dedication, we can 

create the development and associated opportunities in our coun-
try rather than doing the same abroad. We can support this by 
regular payment of taxes, something which we all try to avoid. 
We say our country is very corrupt but are we not the ones who 
promote corruption by giving a Rs.50 bribe to the traffic police to 
avoid being confronted for breaking the signal or for driving with-
out license? We get angry when some foreigner comments on the 
unhygienic conditions here but we’ll not stop spitting in the mid-
dle of the road or littering. We religiously promote ‘Stop Piracy’ 
campaigns at every opportunity, but the moment a new film re-
leases, we try to find out a source for the downloaded version. 
Isn’t this approach suggestive of  preach but do not practice men-
tality? 

The intention of quoting a few incidents or instances like 
above, however, is not to create a sense of negativity or portray 
only the shortcomings of the people. Rather, such a cynical ap-
proach aims to convey what every one of us is already aware of, 
but still remains indifferent in any effort to eliminate the same. 
The time has come to overcome these shortcomings. Let us take a 
stand and create the differences that we invariably talk about. We 
are the future and we have the potential to transform our coun-
try. The need of the hour is not to change the ideas that were 
drafted in our constitution. The need is to revisit them and to 
implement them. We have the power and the ability. No one can 
doubt our abilities as time and again, we have displayed our po-
tential to the world. Thus doing better is not a test we are facing; 
instead the test lies in uncovering and rediscovering our true 
potential. The Right to Information (RTI) and the Right to Education 
(RTE) are few powerful tools that we have at our disposal to over-
come the bureaucracy related problems and to reach out to the 
millions of under privileged children who invariably end up work-
ing in a firecracker factory. Let us not give any opportunity to any 
outsider to comment on the unhygienic conditions or filthy roads, 
to hold a country to ransom with a gun in hand, to treat us as a 
third world nation. Let us not create a need to have any more 
campaigns to save any other thing. We should protest against 
protests and bring a bandh (an end) to the innumerable bandhs. 
Instead of just commenting on the ineffectiveness of the system, 
let us all take up the responsibility and create the change. Let us 
bring back the true meaning to the terms Justice, Liberty and 
Equality as had been though by our freedom fighters. Through our 
actions and dedication, let us transform our country from being a 
developing economy to being a developed state in the true sense. 
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Anhoni ko honi karde, honi ko anhoni; 
Ek jagah jab jama ho teeno, Ghajni, Rajni aur Dhoni… 
-          Singing in the streets last night 
  
Rajnikant has watched India win in his dream last night, Today, he’s just 
watching the highlights! 
-          Anonymous tweet 
 

The Celebration in Words... 
Facebook Note by KIRTI RATHI PGDM B 2010-2012 

All the politicians @ Wankhede please note, that’s what a leader looks 
like # Dhoni. 
-          Anonymous tweet 
  
Saturday belongs to Lord Hanuman, and this clearly is his emphatic victory 
over Lanka. 
-          Swapnil Parab, Lalbaug, Mumbai 
  
After Sehwag and Sachin’s wicket fell: 
No more fall of wickets, Rajnikant paddling up! 
-          Anonymous guy in the crowd 
  
Semi Final Teams: 
Group A- Pakistan, Australia and Sri Lanka. 
Group B- India 
Jhundh mein toh kutte aate hain, Sher akela aata hai! 
-          SMS courtesy Sandeep Rathi. 
 
A 23-year old drought that began in 1987 and kept ending fruitlessly 
every four years, finally gave India- a country of 1.21 billion people- its 
moment of glory. It all happened at the historic Wankhede Stadium here. 
-          TOI 
  
Asked for revenge for Dada's pain..and you gave it.. 
Asked for revenge for the nightmare of the burning Eden and you gave it.. 
Asked for a lifetime desire to see the World Cup in the hands of the per-
son, who has been playing since the day I was born...and you gave it.. 
Asked for the chance to turn back and say: "Yes, Dhoni & Co"..for every 
"Yes, Kapil & Co" that I heard...and you gave it.. 
THANK YOU TEAM INDIA!! 
-          Facebook status, Pramit Pratim Ghosh 
  
For the last 21 years, he has shouldered the burden of the team. It is time 
we carried him on our shoulders. 
-          Virat Kohli, Member of the ICC World Cup 2011 winning team 
  
Sorry to disappoint you all. This is not for my girlfriend. It is for Sachin 
Tendulkar. 
-          Yuvraj Singh, Member of the ICC World Cup 2011 winning team. 
  
Emotions were running high. As soon as I hit the six, I was almost half 
way down the pitch and I thought I would grab the stumps at the non-
striker’s end as souvenirs. But then I saw Yuvraj standing there and I was 
afraid he will grab that stump. I then told myself, forget hugging Yuvraj; 
let me grab a stump first. That confusion made me stand still in the middle 
of the pitch. 
-          M S Dhoni, Captain, Indian Cricket Team, World Champions 2011. 
  
As a kid, I always wanted to lift that World Cup trophy. All my cricket has 
been for that. On the way, several things have happened, several records 
and some achievements that have given me happiness. But this is the 
ultimate. The most proud moment of my career. This world cup is for the 
entire nation. I am happy I could bring a smile to a billion people. 
-          Sachin Tendulkar. 
  
“Are there tears, in your eyes?” Tendulkar’s former Mumbai teammate 
Sanjay Manjrekar, now a commentator, asked him. Tendulkar almost shied 
away, laughing. “I want to thank the team that made it possible. The 
support staff and particularly Mike Horn,” he said. 
Dhoni, Zaheer, Yuvraj, Harbhajan, Virat – they all lined up next to him 
pointing fingers at Tendulkar to tell who they got inspired to win it for. 
Tendulkar just smiled. 
-          At the post match celebrations, Wankhede stadium, Mumbai, 2nd 
April 2011. 

While watching the movie “Dil to baccha hai ji” I suddenly realized how 
blindly we trust our ineffective and corrupted system. In a scene “Ajay 
Devgan (who is employed in loan department of a bank)” requests an 
inspector to release his friend who was imprisoned for a drink and drive 
case. In return the inspector asks for a favour, that is to pass his loan. 

The above mentioned situation is not new and you will find in most of 
the events that “We the people” making mockery of our own system. 

Parents criticizing politicians in front of child, movie makers passing 
entertainment by depicting corrupt police officers, media in the name of 
disclosing truth is only interested in making a lot of money,  radio sta-
tion insulting almost everyone in the country and our “YOUTH” who 
does not even believe in the Indian system. 

Is this the way we aspire to be a “Rich India” 

No doubt our social problems are multiplying with the increase in 
growth rate but that doesn’t mean that we have a failed government. 

Politicians today know that a large part of the  public still doesn't trust 
in government promises and by just making mockery we are making 
them more stronger. We are giving a signal that yes we don’t believe in 
you so work with all the liberty and no responsibility.  

What we need to develop today is positive social, political and economic 
attitude towards the system of our country. Realize that we are a nation 
of 200 crore people and change is not an overnight journey, it is a grad-
ual process. Contribute at least by being a loyal citizen of the country. 

How many of us actually throw the wastages in dustbin? How many of 
us actually don’t bribe a railway official?  How many of us follow traffic 
rules while driving? How many of us actually believe in the growth of 
our nation? 

This is our culture and a true India is still a distant dream. 

I know these words cannot change the scenario but I believe nothing 
can shake my confidence and trust.   

I wish I would have been born in the ancient time where Independent 
India was still a dream but patriotism was in the nerves of every human 
being. 

We are INDIANS... 
ADITYA RATHI PGDM RM 2010-2012 
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ONE MINUTE FILM REVIEWS... 
Reviewed by SUSHOVAN SIRCAR Guest Writer 

Dhobi Ghat 

Directed by Kiran Rao 

3/5 

It is rather unusual to make a film on the city of Mumbai and have it 
named Dhobi Ghat. It is like making a film on Dilli and calling it Udupi 
Restaurant. While there's nothing wrong in calling it so , it hardly says 
anything about the city. But then again , Aamir's Khan wife can afford to 
be quirky , and get away with it. 

What can Kiran Rao possibly tell us about a city that hasn't already been 
told before ? We all over India have grown up listening to and frankly 
speaking have grown bored of clichés like Vada Pav , Chowpatty Bhel 
Puri , Juhu Beach , VT Station , Taj Hotel , Amchi Mumbai, bhai log and so 
on. 'Dhobhi Ghat' isn't something we would immediately associate Mum-
bai with and that is exactly what Rao may have been trying to achieve. 
She attempts to explore facets that the city sees everyday but hardly 
ever takes notice of. 

The film isn't a celebration of the city, more like a drawing room conver-
sation about it. Mumbai is supposed to be a city full of life, yet Shai 
moves into the city to take a break from life. Rao eulogizes the city 
through the people who live in it.  Primarily through intermingling lives of 
four Mumbaikars , three of whom are migrants and one who just can't 
settle down in one part of the town. Also, Shai belongs to the wealthy 
section while Yasmin represents the middle class, Munna hails from the 
lower strata and Arun being an artist lives on the fringes of mainstream 
society. So what is it exactly that the film maker is trying to convey? 

Maybe nothing. Maybe she just wants to show the lives of four characters 
who carry with them some aspect of the city they live in. What the film 
succeeds in portraying is how in a city jostling for space , people some-
times start living one anther's life. Mumbai is a city of voyeurs not by 
chance but compulsion. Hence , Arun is helplessly hooked onto Yasmin's 
personal tapes, Shai is compelled to photograph Arun secretly from a 
nearby building and Munna longingly eyes a life he is never destined to 
live. 

Prateik ( who we shall refer to only be his first name) is here to stay. 
Aamir , who has stayed here for long has shown us how to act by keeping 
his eyebrows raised and twisted for all 95 mins of the film. Monica Dogra 
as Shai shows how to act well using an accent and not sound annoying 
like Katrina and Aishwariya. Kriti Malhotra as Yasmin shows , well… 
how to act without trying too hard. Their narratives are woven together 
by Oscar winning composer Gustavo Santaolalla's poignant score. 

However , given Mumbai is a huge city , the characters just can't stop 
bumping into each other at every turn. They are all over , around and into 
each other. But after 22 years of Hindi films , one knows that it can and 
does happen. so what? 

The film doesn't pretend too hard to tell a story as we've grown to expect 
of a film. It picks out vignettes from everyday lives and places them 
together. It’s the small moments in the big city brushed with delicate 
strokes that paints the film with a heart of its own. 
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WAVES... 
PRAMIT PRATIM GHOSH Editor-in-Chief  PGDM MKTG 2010-2012 

Standing on the Juhu beach one day with friends, 

I lapsed into thought about what my life was about; 

Till now, I had nothing much to profess, 

Except the fact that I am a student, without a doubt. 

18 of the last 21 years of my life – I have devoted 

To the pursuit of knowledge; I now amaze. 

But what I have actually learnt all these years, I wonder, 

That too in a land where education is a craze. 

The first few years were clueless 

I did whatever my parents told. 

And by the time I realized what it was all about 

I was in Class 7 and 12 years old. 

By then a new thought had engulfed me- 

The new found ‘ideals’ of competition 

We fought like fools over bonuses and marks, 

Little realizing how far removed all this was from education. 

Then as the years went by and I finished school, 

The ideals of building a new and better India appealed to me. 

Partly because my parents wished, partly because I loved Physics 

I decided an engineer is what I wanted to be. 

4 years went by the teenager turned into an adult 

He learnt a lot and achieved a lot in life. 

But the thought of spending his life with transformers and motors 

Scared him more than the prospect of having a nagging wife 

Finally I found a way out- three letters came my way 

Giving me a chance to study what I liked 

Maths, English and puzzles were what I loved to deal in the most 

Without all those other topics that got me psyched. 

So here I am doing my MBA, in Mumbai 

The finance capital of my country, they say. 

And here I was as I told you before, 

At Juhu beach, looking at the waves, the day before  

Independence Day. 

 

As I saw the waves go up and down, 

I could relate their motions with my life. 

Similarly have I risen and ebbed, as a student 

All the while going through mental strife 

I can only wish now, as I have always done 

That God gives me peace of mind. 

That I finally find my true calling in life. 

And reach pinnacles of happiness, success-and the kind. 

Studies is a part of life, and not the other way around, 

Is what I want to tell you, dear friend 

And if you are clear throughout what you actually want to do in life. 

“STUDENT LIFE” will be more than just a passing trend. 

A Guy, one day was passing the elephants in a zoo, he suddenly 
stopped, confused by the fact that the huge creatures were being 
held by only a small rope tied to their front legs. No chains, no 
cages. It was obvious that the elephants could, at anytime, break 
away from the ropes they were tied to but for some reason, they 
did not. That Guy saw a trainer nearby and asked why these beauti-
ful, magnificent animals just stood there and made no attempt to 
break-away. 

“Well,” he said, “You see, when they are very young and much 
smaller we use the same size rope to tie them and at that young 
age, it was enough to hold them. 

As they grow old, they are conditioned to believe they cannot break 
away. They believe the same old rope can still hold them, so they 
never try to break free”.  My friend was amazed. 

These animals could at any time break free from their bonds but 
they never try because they believe they couldn’t, and were stuck 
right  where they were. 

Like the elephants, how many of us go through life hanging onto a 
belief that we cannot do something, simply because we failed at it 
once before? 

Lets try once again by attempting to grow further. 

A Story of Elephants 
Contributed By KAVITA MOHAN  
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FACE 2 FACE... 
Interview taken by DANISH SHAIKH & PRAMIT PRATIM GHOSH Editors-in-Chief 

Recently our dear professor Ma’am Reena Mehta received her PhD 
from S.N.D.T. University, Mumbai. We, at Voices interviewed her 
after her achievement, excerpts of which are as follows: 

Q. Ma’am, can you please tell us about your early days, col-
lege and higher studies? 

A. I was born and brought up in Mumbai. I went to Mithibhai College in 
Juhu Scheme for my B.Com. Then I did my L.L.B from Jitendra Chauhan 
College, from which I passed in 1990. Following this I worked in my 
family run organization for 4 years. It was then that I decided to do my 
MBA. So I did my MBA in Finance from Pune University in 1995. And now, 
I have done my PhD based on “Corporate Social Responsibility among 
Small and Medium Scale Enterprises in India” from S.N.D.T. University, 
Mumbai. 

 Q. When did you start teaching, Ma’am? 

A. After doing my MBA, I worked for about 5 years in a finance company, 
and while working, I could feel a strong necessity for business ethics in 
the workplace. That, and the desire to impart my knowledge to students, 
inspired me to start teaching in 2000. Back then, I was a visiting faculty 
in colleges in Mumbai, and later became a full-time faculty in SIMSR in 
2005. 

Q. How has the SIMSR experience been? 

A. It has been very good and interesting. I find remarkable the moral 
support that the institute extends to those interested in research. The 
students’ support and faculty have been instrumental in helping me 
achieve this pinnacle. 

Q. Ma’am, what are your hobbies? 

A. I love trekking, especially in the Himalayas, travelling all over the 
globe, driving and reading. In fact I have been a certified Yoga teacher at 
SIMSR, and till a few months ago used to impart training to the manage-
ment students as well. 

Q. Ma’am most students are wary of ethics as a subject in the 
business administration course. What made you take up 
teaching this challenging subject? 

A. Throughout life, one has to face ethical dilemmas, and even I have 
faced them. However it was not possible to discuss such dilemmas as the 
atmosphere for such discussions were not prevalent back then. Now, that 
students have ethics as a subject, one can interact with them, discuss 
with them, and impart knowledge to them, all the while learning as well. 
Ethics is an essential factor in today’s world, and provided it is taught 
properly to the students and in an interesting manner, it can be a suc-
cess. 

Q. Any message for the students? 

A. Please read a lot as it would stand you in good stead as far as your 
knowledge of cases and happenings are concerned. SIMSR is among the 
top rung colleges and I have received a lot of encouragement in my work 
here. I am sure that we will grow further and reach greater heights. 

P.S.: We had asked Ma’am 
about some books about busi-
ness and corporate ethics we 
might read. She suggested 
“Beyond the last blue moun-
tains”, “Corporate Greatness” 
and “We, the people, We the 
Nation.”  

The last thing I remember seeing as our kingfisher airlines flight took off from 
Mumbai is looking down on a vast congestion of architecture which was almost 
claustrophobia-inducing. The first thing I remember seeing as our flight descended 
towards Coimbatore was the sheer abundance of open spaces and trees. 

The heat assailed us as we stepped off the plane and walked to the terminal, caus-
ing us to peel off our sweaters. It gave rise to doubts regarding all the reports we’d 
heard about how cold it would be over here. However, the chill started setting in as 
we neared Kodaikanal, and we were definitely shivering by the time we checked in. 

We set off in the pre-arranged for Indica, driven by the non-Hindi speaking Vijay, 
who turned out to be a Tamil version of James Bond when it came to driving. To-
wards the end of the five-hour drive, I realised that James Bond seems to run in the 
blood of almost everyone who can drive in these parts. 

We stopped for lunch after around two hours at a hotel in a town on the way, but it 
was full of Ayyappa pilgrims who were getting off tourist bus after tourist bus. We 
finally ate some delicious lemon rice with sambhar and a pungent pickle at a way-
side eatery with all of three items on the menu: lemon rice, tomato rice and curd 
rice. I spent the rest of the journey mostly sleeping. 

Till we reached the ghat leading up to Kodai, that is. Vijay Bond’s stunt driving 
began worrying me after that. I finally decided to go back to sleep rather than wait 
for every oncoming truck to click us off the ghat, heck-knows-how-many miles down 
to our death. 

Throughout the holiday, Vijay kept up his efforts to make us feel as if we were on a 
rollercoaster instead of in an Indica. My cousin Ninad later pointed out something 
very interesting: every time some motorist refused to let Vijay overtake him, Vijay 
would overtake him anyway, and pause to stare murderously at the poor driver for 
good effect. 

I've attempted to capture one of the dangerous moments in this picture. However, 
Vijay is a gem of a person. He suggested places where we could shop and eat, and 
even came with us on our shopping spree in Tirupur to help us bargain, as he knew 
we didn’t speak the local language. 

A driver of a hired vehicle is someone who is always with you till the vacation ends, 
and we have to be thankful that it was someone like Vijay, and not some shady, 
cheating crook hell bent on squeezing every penny out of us. Vijay poses with Ninad 
and me outside the Coimbatore Airport just before we leave for Mumbai 

Holiday Memoir I 
GAUTAM S MENGLE Erstwhile Managing Editor, VOICES 



The Greeks, like the Hindus, have been polytheistic in their religious 
ideologies. Their Gods, however,  often represented different forms 
or forces of nature. Our sources of Greek mythology can be dated 
back to the 8th century BC, when Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey came into 
form.  

The Olympian Gods were regarded as the most powerful of the Gods 
as they established their reign after defeating the Titans. The Greeks 
believed the Olympians lived on the highest mountain in Greece, 
Mount Olympus. The Olympian gods included: Zeus, Hera, Apollo, 
Aphrodite, Ares, Artemis, Athena, Demeter, Hades, Hermes, 
Hephaestus, Poseidon, Hestia and Dionysus. 

According to popular Greek beliefs, in the beginning, there existed 
only chaos. From this void came Erebus and Night. Then, somehow 
Love was born which brought forth Light and Day. Once there was 
Light and Day, Gaea, the earth appeared. She gave birth to Uranus 
(or Ouranos), who later became her lover. She was the earth, while 
he was the sky who encompassed her. Together, they brought forth 
the Cyclopes and the all-powerful Titans. Kronos, the King of the 
Titans, his wife, Rhea, and his siblings Atlas and Oceanus were the 
most popular of the Titans. Kronos, with Gaea's help, overthrew his 
"evil" father Ouranos. However, before going into exile, Ouranos 
cursed Kronos that his son will bring about his downfall pretty much 
the same way that he brought his father's. This led Kronos to eat his 
own children to avoid the prophecy. However, as luck would have it, 
Rhea hid Zeus from Kronos soon after he was born, and Zeus, as 
predicted, defeated Kronos and saved his brothers, Poseidon and 
Hades. Together, they sliced up their father and scattered his pieces 
in Tartarus. Atlas, a primordial Titan who sided with the Titans when 
the Olympians took on the Titans, was sentenced to stand at the 
western edge of Gaia (the Earth) and hold up Uranus (the Sky) on his 
shoulders  to prevent the two from resuming their primordial em-
brace. 

Having taken care of that, Zeus took charge of the Sky, while Posei-
don took charge of the Earth. Hades was, thus, left with the under-
world and this was a point of constant contention between the three 
brothers, as Hades felt cheated. 

The major Olympian Gods were: 

Zeus – The King of the Gods; the God of the sky and thunder 
Hera - The Queen of the Gods 
Poseidon - The God of the sea, earthquakes, and horses 
Hades - The God of the underworld (He's often not included among 
the Olympians as he spends more time in the Underworld) 
Demeter - The Goddess of grain, agriculture, fertility 
Apollo - The God of light, truth, healing, archery, music, poetry 
Artemis - The Goddess of the hunt, moon, children 

They Walk Amongst Us... 
DANISH SHAIKH Editor-in-Chief  PGDM HR 2010-2012 
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Ares - The God of war 
Athena - The Goddess of wisdom, war, patriotism and good citi-
zenship 
Aphrodite - The Goddess of love and beauty 
Hephaestus - The God of forge and fire 
Hermes - The messenger of the Gods, God of motion, travelers, 
commerce, thieves, and sheep 
Hestia - The Goddess of the hearth and home 
Dionysus - The God of wine, vegetation, and theater 

Apart from their children who were Gods, the Greek Gods often 
mated with humans, who enchanted them, and brought into the 
world a number of demigods like Hercules, Achilles, Perseus and 
many others. 

The attitudes of the Gods have been described in extremes. At 
times, they are extremely fair and just to humanity, whereas, on 
the other hand, they are portrayed as extremely cruel and power 
hungry. A brilliant example of this, is when Prometheus, another 
primordial Titan, was punished for bringing fire to the humans.  

This led to the belief that if humans did not need the Gods and 
ceased worshipping them, their powers would reduce and they 
would soon phase away. This probably is true, as the Greek Gods 
did lose their importance with the Rise of Christianity and its 
monotheistic approach to the concept of an all-powerful, omnis-
cient and omnipresent God. Though ancient temples and Oracles 
still exist, their existence is more of the Greeks’ way of preserv-
ing their ancient culture rather than believing in their Gods.  
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Being an avid Greek Mythology enthusiast, I have been fascinated 
by all the stories; be it the Trojan war, the story of Medusa, the 
legend of the Hesperides, the furies etc. I’ve always tried to read 
up as much as I can, and, even religiously followed fictional televi-
sion shows like Xena Warrior Princess just to get a more realistic 
feel of the time when the Greek Gods supposedly existed.  

Being a science student, I’ve been taught that energy cannot be 
created or destroyed, it can only change form. So, one question that 
popped into my mind was whether the same concept applies to 
Gods as well. We haven’t created them and neither are we in a 
position to destroy them. However, somehow, they have been 
phased out. Is it, thus, possible that they too have changed form? Is 
it possible that they still exist, that they walk amongst us? Could 
there still be demigods amongst us? 

Then, one day, out of the blue, I came across a series of books by 
Rick Riordan based on such a theme. Perseus "Percy" Jackson is a 
fictional character, the main protagonist and narrator of Rick 
Riordan's Percy Jackson & the Olympians series. At the start of the 
series, Percy learns that he is a demigod, the son of Poseidon, God 
of the sea. He is a child mentioned in The Great Prophecy, a proph-
ecy that is given by the Oracle every fifty years.  

According to the prophecy, a half-blood child of one of the Big Three 
Gods (Zeus, Poseidon & Hades) is destined to make a choice that 
will either save or destroy Olympus, and hence, the Olympians. 

As the series progresses, Percy befriends Annabeth, demigod 
daughter of Athena and Grover, a satyr.  

The Demigod children are described as being dyslexic and suffering 
from ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Syndrome). Surprisingly, 
though they cannot read English, they can read and write in ancient 
Greek quite effortlessly. Along with his new identity, Percy encoun-
ters all the Greek Gods, one by one, and even frequents Olympus 
and the Underworld during his numerous “quests”. He also learns 
that the legendary beings of Greek mythology still exist and have 
always existed. They included monsters like dragons, gorgosn, 
Nemean lions, minotaurs and also Cyclopes, espouse and Titans. 
Humans, unfortunately, lack the "sight" to see these monsters and 
if these monsters were to wreak havoc, humans would perceive it 
as a natural calamity like an earthquake or a tornado.  

Another interesting idea was that of Olympus. Olympus was sup-
posedly situated on the mythical 600th floor of the Empire State 
Building.  

Percy Jackson, son of Poseidon, is frequently attacked by several 
monsters during his adventures because of the Prophecy. Another 
reason for the attacks is the pact made by the brothers, Zeus, Po-
seidon & Hades, after World War II to not have any more children 
because they were too powerful and unpredictable. Yet, Poseidon 
somehow “cheated” and Percy came into the world. It is later re-
vealed that the other brothers had cheated as well. 

Throughout the series, Percy embarks on several quests to save his 
friends, and ultimately, the Gods of Mount Olympus. In the third 
book of the series, it is revealed that Kronos is also alive and is 
healing with the help of a Demigod. In the fifth book, he rises to 
power and wages war against the Olympians, who are no match for 
his power. It is then, that Percy fulfils the prophecy made earlier 
and takes a decision to save the Gods. He, like the legendary Achil-
les, bathes in the river Styx and gains strength to be indestructible 
and finally, in the Battle of Manhattan, he leads a struggle against 
Kronos' Titan army, defeats Kronos and saves the Olympians. As is 
depicted, had it not been for Percy, the Olympians would be no 
match for the Titans. Once, he's done dealing with the Titans, he 
manages to re-unite the Olympians and resolve the feud between 
the three brothers. He also refuses an offer made by the pantheon 
to make him a God, like themselves. 

In the last book of the series, I feel, the idea of disseminating hope 
was expressed very beautifully. Hestia, the Goddess of the hearth, 
the last Olympian who holds the fort while the others are away at 
battle is the protector of Pandora’s legendary box. It’s only after 
they recognize her importance in the grand scheme of things- the 
importance of the “homemaker”- that she opens the box once more 
and releases hope into the chaos-ridden world. This, I feel, is also  
applicable today. In most Indian homes, the wives play a secondary 
role as their roles are considered to be less important than the 
earning spouse. In firms as well, the Finance and Marketing Depart-
ments are usually given preference over the HR department for 
precisely the same reason. 



Another interesting aspect of the series is the depiction of the Gods 
in the 21st century. Dionysius is described as an alcoholic while Po-
seidon as a cool “dude” who roams around in attire that one would 
wear to a beach. Ares entered riding a Harley Davidson motorbike 
while Aphrodite’s beauty was compared to that of sultry Hollywood 
actresses. Zeus, Athena and Hades were described as bearing a 
stately and business-like attitude. It was interesting to observe that 
the descriptions bore an uncanny resemblance to what one would 
expect the Gods to be like had they existed in the 21st century. Even 
a number of catastrophes like those that are common place today are 
attributed to Greek monsters. For example, in the series, the Ber-
muda triangle is attributed to Polyphemus, a Cyclops who was sup-
posedly attracting people to himself and then having them for dinner.  

This brings us to an interesting thought. What if they still exist? What 
if they actually walk amongst us?  

If they were to spread their realms in today's context, let's take a 
few wild guesses and discuss their possible identities. 

Zeus, the King of the God; the God of sky, thunder, lightning & justice 
would be found amongst the best or most powerful of presidents, 
kings, prime ministers, electricity/electricians, judges, pilots, astro-
nauts & meteorologists. Wouldn't Barrack Obama & Prince Charles 
qualify for the post? 

Hera, the Queen of God & Goddess of marriage and home life. She'd 
make a great mother, a marriage counselor, a social activist working 
with women's issues, a politician who's also a great homemaker. we 
can imagine her to be of the likes of Mrs. Sonia Gandhi or Ms. Kiran 
Bedi. 

Aphrodite, the Goddess of love & beauty. She would be easy to iden-
tify. She'd be an actress, model or beautician. One wouldn't be sur-
prised if she were to be Angelina Jolie, Katrina Kaif or Aishwarya Rai
-Bachchan. 

Hades, the God of the Underworld, would be one who'd run a world 
parallel to our own, a gangster of the underworld perhaps. Maybe 
someone of the likes of Dawood Ibrahim or Abu Salem would fit the 
post. 

Going by that, Poseidon would be a prominent swimmer or sailor. 
Ares would be a sportsman, especially one from a sport that involves 
a high level of aggression. Athena would be a teacher, lawyer or 
strategist.  Apollo would be a musician, doctor or sportsman who 
would play some non-contact men's sports like golf, volleyball, etc.  

Artemis, would be a hunter, a maiden, a single career oriented 
woman, a veterinarian or a sportswoman. Hermes would be a gam-
bler or thief.  Hephaestus would be a craftsman, fireman, computer 
hardware professional or appliances manufacturer. Demeter would 
be a farmer or gardener; Dionysus, a winemaker and Hestia, an inte-
rior decorator or homemaker. 
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As per the prophecy, the Gods would manifest themselves only 
when the people truly need them. Till then, then their powers are 
limited and identity would be hidden. But, if somehow, some-
where, someone manages to communicate to the Gods that 
they’re needed, their powers will be restored and they’ll be back 
with a bang, probably the biggest since the big one. It’s about 
time we realize the significance of this. They could be anyone 
amongst us and they could be someone whom we may have 
wronged at some point in time. It’s high time we humans amend 
our ways and treat everyone with respect and fairness or else 
prepare ourselves to face the wrath of the Gods! 
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Shoonya...  
NIKHIL BHANDARI MMS 2010-2012 
[THIS ENTRY WAS SELECTED AS THE WINNING ENTRY OUT OF THE ARTICLES THAT WERE RECEIVED FOR THE MELANGE 2011 CONTEST. WE AT THE VOICES TEAM 
CONGRATULATE THE WINNER ON HIS ACHEIVEMENT] 

Start and End of the world, that’s “Shoonya”. Though the literal meaning is zero, it signifies a lot more than that. From the biggest star of 

the universe (Sun) to the smallest, from Olympic rings to cricket ball, be it the earth or a mole, everything has a shape similar to 

Shoonya. Be it a true engineers mark sheet or a studious MBA graduate, they all get Shoonya. 

Shoonya is a part of everyone’s life. There would be no numbers without Shoonya, there would be currency issues. What will be at the 

origin in a graph? And what about the number line, surely an ambiguous center? All the mobile numbers will have to use +91 rather 

than Shoonya. Yearly calendar will have unimaginable changes. The most useful machine ever made my man i.e. computer, works on 0 

and 1 (Binary data). It is mind boggling to think anything without Shoonya. 

But if we take a different perspective, everything in this world starts with Shoonya. A new born baby comes in this world with nothing 

but Shoonya. But in the course of life he/she achieves many milestones. 

It can be phrased as “Shoonya Se Shurwaat…….Manzil-e-Kabilyat” 

Or “Shoonya se Soch Tak…” i.e. you start with Shoonya but you can do wonders with your positive thoughts and attitude. 

This is why Shoonya is termed as “The World of Endless Possibilities”. It depends on the individual how much he/she can push or stretch 

and get the maximum out of it. Shoonya is like the black hole about which no one in this world knows, what is inside it. Still a plethora of 

things to discovered. 

SOMAIYA VIDYAVIHAR FACULTY IN THE NEWS  
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Here is a glimpse of some of the projects undertaken by Somaiya Social Cell (SSC) and its associated activities during the current academic 
year. 

PROJECT FINLIT 

The Financial Literacy team (FINLIT) of Somaiya Social Cell (SSC) imparts basic knowledge in finance related topics to students 
which would enable them to manage their income, expenses and savings better. This project has been running successfully for the past 
three years. Presently, FINLIT has identified two communities where financial literacy course is being imparted namely, NASEOH (National 
Society for Equal Opportunities for Handicapped) and the Polytechnic students at the Vocational Training Institute in the Somaiya Vidyavihar 
campus. 

A proper course curriculum has been chalked out and the topics covered in the course include Savings & Budgeting, Banking, 
Entrepreneurship, Consumer Awareness, Microfinance and others. The Course content has been developed by the student volunteers under 
the guidance of the Finance faculty of K.J. Somaiya Institute of Management Studies and Research, along with help from NABARD. The con-
tent is reviewed and updated every year. 

Regular classroom lectures are supplemented with Guest lectures, Bank visits, Revision tests, Buy-Sell games, Role plays and live 
projects that help achieve better understanding and of the concepts. A total of 55 students were taken for bank visits till date. FINLIT has 
obtained permission from the Bank of India, Ghatkopar (East) branch, for the bank visits. The students are taken in batches of 10-15 by 3 
SSC members and are shown the daily activities of the Bank so that they can relate theory to practice.  

The course runs on a grant from HSBC. This year the total number of students being taught under this project is 72 students. Con-
sistent performers among the students are sponsored for full scale bank account by FINLIT. FINLIT is in the process of identifying more 
communities for imparting training. 

RECENT EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 

Stall at Oracle: Oracle had invited NGO’s to sell their products at their offices in Mumbai. Somaiya Social Cell (SSC) had put up a stall at 
the Oracle office in Goregaon on December 22nd 2010. The work of the Warli painters got a lot of appreciation there and Oracle employees 
came forward in huge numbers to help us in the cause of helping the Warli tribe.  

Stall at Metamorph:  Metamorph was a two fest, on 22nd and 23rd January 2011, organized by part-time MBA students at SIMSR. The fest 
hosted a variety of programs ranging from academic competitions, sports and cultural programmes.  Social Cell stall was one among the 
many stalls put up during the event which got an overwhelming response.  

Stall for Lions club: Lions club organized Lohri celebrations at the grounds near to the MBA hostel. An open-air dinner party was hosted 
by Lions club and SSC was given a stall space to exhibit and sell the work of the various underprivileged communities that we work for. 

Stall at Rath Yatra: SSC had set up a stall during the Rath Yatra Festival, organized by International Society for Krishna Consciousness 
(ISKCON) on 22nd January 2011. The Rath Yatra started from N.K.T Hall, Tilak Nagar and concluded at Somaiya Grounds. The festival con-
tained Exhibits, Multimedia Shows, Kids’ corner and others and attracted huge crowds.   

Contact Info- 

Email : somaiyasocialcell@gmail.com 
Website : http://somaiyasocialcell.com 

SOMAIYA SOCIAL CELL CORNER 
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THINK YOU CAN WRITE??? 
 

If Yes, THEN... 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

This is your chance to win yourself recognition amongst your 
peers!  

 
GET FEATURED in the next issue of VOICES!!! 

 

Send us your articles along with your contact details and a  

picture of you at voices.somaiyacampus@gmail.com 


